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ABSTRACT 

 

Anna Endri Lestari. A 320100177. DISAGREEMENTS STRATEGIES 

USED IN YOU TUBE MUSIC COMMENTARY. Research Paper. School of 

Teacher Training and Education Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. 

2014 

The aim of this study is to describe the types of disagreements strategies, 

response of disagreements strategies and politeness strategies used in You Tube 

music commentary. This study uses descriptive qualitative method. The data taken 

from You Tube music commentary which contain disagreements sentences. The 

data of disagreements strategies were analyzed by Anita Pomerantz theory, and 

the politeness strategies were analyzed by Brown and Levinson theory. The 

research finding showed that there are two types of disagreements strategies: 

strong disagreements and weak disagreements used You Tube music commentary, 

disagreements also have four kinds including contradiction, challenge, 

counterclaim and irrelevancy claim. As for politeness strategy there are four types 

found in the data: bald on record was used in disagreements to show urgency, 

direct command, as an advice, as attention getters. Positive politeness: strategy 

number 6 (avoiding disagreements), strategy number 12 (include both S and H in 

the activity). Negative politeness: strategy number 2 (hedge), strategy number 6 

(apologize). Off record: strategy number 1 (give hints), strategy number 2 (give 

association with clues), strategy number 5 (overstate). 
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MOTTO 

 

“Hai orang-orang yang beriman, mintalah pertolongan (kepada allah) dengan 

sabar dan (mengerjakan) shalat, sesungguhnya allah beserta orang-orang yang 

beriman”, - Qs Asy Syuura:43 

 

“Kegagalan adalah bukti dari perjuangan yang tidak akan pernah berakhir, dan 

kegagalan adalah pelajaran yang nyata untuk membangunkan kita dari mimpi 

keberhasilan tanpa perjuangan”, - The Writer 

 

“keep going and never quit, the champion is never quit”,-Reza M. Syarief 

 

“The person who doesn’t make mistakes is unlikely to make anything” 

(Paul Arden) 
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SUMMMARY 

 

Anna Endri Lestari, A320100177, DISAGREEMENTS STRATEGIES USED 

IN YOU TUBE MUSIC COMMENTARY. Research Paper. School of 

Teacher Training and Education Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, 

2014.  

 This research aims at describing the types of disagreements strategies and 

the types of politeness strategies which is used in You Tube music commentary, 

and its intention of using disagreements. 

 The type of this research  is descriptive qualitative. The writer focuses on 

analyzing the types of disagreements strategies and the types of politeness 

strategies , that is used in You Tube music commentary. The disagreements 

commentary as the object of the data. The data taken are comments, sentences  

which contain disagreements. The source of data are taken from You Tube music 

commentary. The methods of collecting data are obsrevation and documentation 

and which the step are reading, watching, noting, and make checklist on the data. 

The analysis of the intentions the writer uses disagreements strategies from Anita 

Pomerantz (1984) and theory of politeness strategies by Brown and Levinson 

(1987).  

 The result of the research show that firstly: there are 2 types of 

disagreements which are used You Tube music commentary, namely: Strong 

disagreements and Weak disagreements. The strong disagreements have 4 sub 

four types, namely: Strong disagreements (1) Contradiction (11,21%), (2) 

Challenge (10,29%),  (3) Irrelevancy Claim  (6,54%), (4) Counterclaim (14,02%), 

while Weak disagreements have 4 sub types: (5) Contradiction (3,73%), (6) 

Challenge (1,87%), (7) Irrelevancy claim (0,94), (8) Counterclaim (2,81). 

Secondly, responses to disagreements strategies used in You Tube music 

commentary namely: upgrade agreements and downgrade agreements. Thirdly the 

types of politeness strategies used in You Tube music commentary in which 

mostly appear is bald on record as 52%, in the second place is off record as 29%, 

the third place are negative politeness as 10% and the last place is positive 

politeness as 9%.  

Key words: disagreements strategies, politeness strategies, You Tube, 

commentary. 

 


